MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Space Mother
AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF LIMITLESSNESS
MODULE SEVEN: THE MOTHER OF AUTHENTICITY

Space Mother
THE MOTHER OF AUTHENTICITY

INVOCATION
Space Mother is the formlessness that embraces the world.
Space Mother is space, both figuratively and physically. Empty and yet
filled with all things, she is the airy loving space that wraps around you and
your known world. Space Mother has come to help you redefine your
edges and let you not stretch but effortlessly breathe, into the open roomy
potential of all you can be.
You won't find Space Mother if you look straight at her, for Space Mother is
found in the interstices, the still point between your in and out-breath, the
gap between your persona, your known self and the truth of your non-self.
She is here with you now, to give you a break, mental respite, and return
you to the clarity of innocence.
In her wild inner domain, she will take you from the discovery of your
energetic sensing body, down into the realm of notions and boundaries, to
your womanly skills of self-mastery. She has come to show you the
limitlessness of your real self and maternal knowing. She holds the
windows of freedom between your beliefs and notions and how you
interact with your world.
Her awakening tasks are clear - if you want space, physical, emotional or
otherwise - you have to claim it. Because it is yours already. To help you,
Space Mother will support you to do what needs to be done to create the
space your soul is craving. It is time to declutter on all levels and restore
the practices of stillness and expansion to your everyday spiritual
repertoire. Space Mother will also help you reclaim your breath, breathing
and therefore your embodied Spirit as an ever-expanding gift of autonomy
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and sovereignty. Through your breath, you can take the embodied
authenticity of Wise Mother and take your Soul congruently out into the
world.
In her Shadowlands, Space Mother’s quest is to track and lovingly claim
mastery over the gremlin voices of sabotage, self-criticism and stuckness
within your fear mind. Her greatest Shadow Dance is with the shadow of
Victim Thinking, Space Mother is with you returning you to the gold of your
limitless soul.
In Her Power, she is creative conception, manifestation, and your sacred
sovereignty. The gift of knowing her is your capacity to expand beyond all
perceived shortcomings - by freeing yourself from the past permanently.
Space Mother is true forgiveness - the capacity to be fully present in the now,
100% in the miracle of pastlessness. Space Mother gives you the capacity to
be who you are without any attachment to anything except your expansive
desires and limitless potential.
This spacious Mother Mandala will help you claim the personal space to
make choices, soul choices that are in constant alignment with your
authenticity. She is here to bring you into deep communion with what is
integral to you. She does this by giving you order, clarity, discipline and
structure to become a clear conduit of your soul.
Then, She holds the potential for you to BE you, always.
Space Mother, with her airy vastness, has come to reconnect you to your
infinite potential, to the power of your intentions and to make peace with
the voices in your mind. She is the space beyond form, the creative power
beyond thought and the burning life force and breath of Great Spirit.
Space Mother is with you now, with her hands firmly in yours, leading you
through the seventh gateway of your sacred feminine terrain, awakening you
to her wisdom through the soul landscape of Emptiness, awakening your

limitlessness
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She who is Limitless

AWAKENING WISDOM
Space Mother arrived while I was in New York preparing for my Ordination as an Interfaith
Minister. Her first words were:
I am Space Mother, I have come to give you a break.

A break in the City that never sleeps?! I burst into laughter, delighting once again in
MotherQuest’s dance of opposites and then I felt grateful. If I could have a break and find
peace and spaciousness within me while rushing around the capital city of material life, then
perhaps I could find space everywhere.
Space Mother holds the elements of air and space.
Her terrain is authenticity and her Universal Truth is Anatta or non-self, that truest part of you
in an ever changing swirl of arrival and dissolution. She is here with you now to help you reach
your full capacity, by holding the space of potential around your known self and the authentic
self that you are continuously becoming.
Space Mother holds the space of your intentions and your becoming.
Her decisive, precise and disciplined countenance is around you now as you step into her
domain of sovereignty. Space Mother is leading you home to the permanent serenity and
clarity of being your real self at all times. Her invitation is for you to stretch beyond the stories
that have defined your life so far and become the truth of who you really are.
Space mother sits opposite Bone Mother.
She is the first twin that we meet in MotherQuest. She, like Wise Mother is the deepest
teaching from your descent into your inner world. Space Mother is also the first mother you
encounter on your resurfacing journey. In other words, while Wise Mother shows you the
template of how to embody your unique soul, Space Mother shows you how to be you as you
step out into the world.
Bone Mother awakened you to fully claim your place as a woman and daughter of your
Mother's Line. She came to support your belonging by helping you recognise that you are a
beloved daughter of the women of your blood and bones. Bone Mother came to give you the
truth of your belonging. The truth of how vital and precious you are to the ancestral women
who stand behind you. Space Mother is here to do the opposite. She is here to awaken you to
living fully as an authentic expression of your soul, uninhibited by your cultural, religious,
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social or inherited stories. In fact, She is here to
help you be story-less. She is here to hold the
space for you to be you - moment by moment.
As an air element, Space Mother can be hard to
grasp and hard to see if you look straight at her.
Instead, to know her and ‘see her’ you need to
look to your edges. That is the edges of your
perception, the thoughts and notions that
define who and what you know as truth and
Truth.
Space Mother is the keeper of space and she is
also the shaper of edges and identities. Her gift
is showing you how to shape and form your life,
yourself, your dreams, your desires from the
inside – or the formless - out.
There is no thing that Space Mother does not
hold and cannot become.
Space Mother has embraced you now with her
clarity and bright edges. She is with you, ready
to move you into your birthright.
The years of identifying as a Wounded
Daughter are over. Also, the years of bending
and adapting, twisting and changing who you
are to fit your soul into a body that holds
ancestral stories, or a culture that holds
oppressive limits or a society that dishonours
the truth within you are done.
Space Mother’s gift is the awakening of YOU, all
of you, unequivocally and without apology.
Space mother is here to enable you to be the
Sacred Sovereign Soul expression of You.,
always.
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SPACE MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

AWAKENING LIMITLESSNESS
DISCIPLINED DAILY SPIRITUAL PRACTICE

Like all awakening levels in MotherQuest, Space Mother first appears as infinitely
practical and tangible. She wants to give you a break and Glory Be! What woman in
her mothering years doesn’t yearn for more space emotionally AND physically?!
Space Mother is here to give it to you, but first, you will have to do her Sacred Work. It
is time to claim your space, by creating the room to retreat into communion with
your authentic self.
Bone Mother's Awakening Task was for you to create an altar space for you to remember, honour and alter your maternal relationships. Peace Mother came to help
you build the daily practices (affirmations, routines, mindset) to help you enlarge and
develop reservoirs of peacefulness.
Space Mother is here mid-way through MotherQuest saying, your time for
skirting around the edges of disciplined spiritual practice is over.

You want space?
You want to have a real break?
Then you need to take the time and make the discipline to do ‘break’ properly.
Space Mother is here to tell you your time of wishy-washy-sloppy spiritual
commitment is over.

Your first Space Mother task is to start your daily practice of honouring your spiritual
and soulful self whether it is through meditation, dance, yoga, mantras or breathing
practice - or all of the above!
For at least 20 minutes a day. No matter what!
No more excuses, no more avoidance. You want space, the real space of having no
white noise from your inner mind chatter?
You want the space and order to live with ease and serenity? Then it is time for true
discipline - it’s time to learn from your higher self - by making time for Her every
day.

However
To do this task correctly, you will require a dedicated space within your home
environment to do your disciplined practice. To maintain a disciplined daily practice,
you will need a permanent and sacred place for your daily practice. If you don’t, then
begin with Quest Two.
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Please Note : The Quest tasks are intentionally reversed this month ...

SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

Daily Spiritual Practice
YOUR QUEST TASK
For the next seven days, your Quest is to pray, meditate, dance with Spirit or
consciously connect with your inner sense of the Divine and Sacred for a minimum
of twenty minutes every day.

Space Mother invites you to begin with the intention of sustainability. Start like you
would like to finish. Begin your practice with the intention to maintain and build
upon it, rather than beginning with a lengthy and elaborate technique that will fall
into a heap as soon as the chaos of mothering life cycles back into view.
Approach your practice with delight and passion and above all, do it for you. Make
this practice the celebration of your inner joy. Do it because you also deserve your
loving attention. Do it because you know doing it makes you better.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

This practice, as you will see, is the gateway to a more spacious mind, it is the key
and the keyhole into reclaiming your authentic voice and your sovereign truth.
QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
WHAT SPIRITUAL PRACTICE WOULD AFFIRM MY INNER CLARITY &
SELF CONNECTION?
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CLAIMING SACRED SPACE
It is time to create a permanent and sacred space, devoted to your inner stillness and
spiritual practice.
This place is not to be used for any other purpose. It is the place where you go to
return to the beauty and peace that is you. Look around your home, where is the
physical space in your private environment that you can retreat into to gain FIVE
minutes of serenity or solitude?
Where is your Mama’s quiet space? Where you can sit and no-one will disturb
you?
Which corner of your house represents and holds your inner stillness?
What is your biggest complaint about your home?
Is it the same excuse you use to avoid giving yourself space and inner devotion?
If None? Why not? You are the epicentre of your own and your creative children's
world. Your stillness is the centripetal force of their universe; if you are not in
authenticity, then they also will not either be in their own or have authenticity
modelled to them. Is this your choice?
Or do you know that within your deepest intentions, you claiming space for yourself
will benefit all?

However

If the reality is that every room in your house screams at you when you open the door
or when you close your eyes you can still hear the white noise of clutter coming from
your cupboards, then start task one before you start task two or task three and
remember Space Mother is with you!!

“Those of you who can afford it will do better to have a room for this practice alone.
Do not sleep in that room, it must be kept holy. You must not enter the room until you have
bathed and are perfectly clean in body and mind.
Place flowers in that room always they are the best surroundings for a Yogi;
also pictures that are pleasing. Burn incense morning and evening.
Have no quarrelling, nor anger, nor unholy thought in that room.
Only allow those persons to enter it who are of the same thought as you.
Then gradually there will be an atmosphere of holiness in the room,
so that when you are miserable, sorrowful, doubtful, or your mind is very disturbed,
the very fact of entering that room will make you calm.
This was the idea of the temple and the church, and in some temples and churches
you will find it even now, but in the majority of them the very idea has been lost.
The idea is that by keeping holy vibrations
there the place becomes and remains illumined.”
- SWAMI VIVEKANANDA
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SACRED QUEST

2

Quest Two
Your Mama place of sacredness and stillness
YOUR QUEST TASK
Your second awakening task is to claim your personal and sacred space.

To maintain a daily practice, you will require a permanent sacred space for your
disciplined practice. You are required to find a corner, a nook or a room for you to
retreat into. A place devoted to you expanding your inner space and authenticity.
If you are blessed with a large home, you may be able to have your own room used
only for your spiritual practice, or if it seems your home has space for everyone
except yourself; you are challenged to ask why?
Is décor, modern design or what other people think of you more important than
your inner communion?
Are your kids, books and the laundry more important than your need for stillness
and having time out?
Is it time you traded your rocking chair for a meditation chair?
All you need is a cushion or a yoga mat and the floor space to put them on to start
your practice. You can do this.

However

If the reality is that every room in your house screams at you when you open the
door or when you close your eyes you can still hear the white noise of clutter coming
from your cupboards, then start task one before you start task two or task three and
remember Space Mother is with you!!

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
DESCRIBE YOUR DREAM SACRED SPACE. WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO
TO BRING IT INTO REALITY?
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AWAKENING SPACIOUSNESS
IT’S TIME TO DECLUTTER YOUR HOUSE AND TIDY YOUR SPACE.

Look around your home.
Is your home a place of stillness, sanctuary and retreat?
Or is chaos reflected everywhere you turn?
Or even if your home is superficially tidy, is it a constant soul-wearying and mindnumbing struggle to keep it that way?
If so, then it’s time to declutter! It’s time to blitz your space with Space Mother.
Space Mother on a Universal level is here to return you to knowing that all things are
intrinsically empty. Everything you see and everything you own is only valuable
because you attach meaning and memories to them. Spaciousness comes from
surrounding yourself only by objects that uplift and enhance your happiness.
Conversely, clutter is caused by accumulating possessions that you don’t want, need
or bring you joy. Marie Kondo teaches in her Kon Mari Japanese method of tidying
that we hold onto something we don't love out of loyalty or obligation to the past or
because of concern for the future, not because they bring us happiness.

"The question of what you want to own is actually the question of how you
want to live your life. Attachment to the past and fears concerning the
future not only govern the way you select the things you want but also
represent the criteria by which you make choices in every aspect of your
life, including with people and your job."
- MARIE KONDO

Tidiness is having a place for everything and is maintained by returning all things to
their place. Tidiness also does something to your feminine soul, Women's ancient
cavewoman brains are designed to know where everything is placed, both safe and
dangerous in our environment. When things are out of place, it makes our
environment scream at us. When our environment is tidy, it is 'silent' and we don't
have to fight the extra noise.
The other thing about tidiness, order and maintaining a place of reverence is that it
attracts what the Tibetan Buddhists call the Beings of White Light, and positive
energy, goodwill and metta begin to vibrate in this space. Sacred sights, chapels,
synagogs, mosques and places of great reverence all have this wondrous quality.
Imagine having your own space that feels as reverent as that.
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SACRED QUEST

1

Quest One
Declutter your life
YOUR QUEST TASK

Go to one room in your house and clean and tidy it until order has returned and you
feel spacious and sacred again.

In one day, systematically go through all of your possessions and discard everything
that no longer serves a purpose or brings your joy.
Start with your bedroom or the room that holds your meditation space.
Begin with a clear intention to not stop until you are done.
Be ruthless in your decision to create space, beauty and harmony.
Give away the clothes and objects you no longer need

QUEST 1

Enjoy the feelings of relief and lightness return to you.
Once you have finished this room, feel free to joyfully continue with every room
until your house is full of order and space.

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
WHICH ROOM NEEDS MY ATTENTION? WHERE CAN I GIVE AWAY
WHAT I NO LONGER NEED?
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Four

4

Breathe
YOUR QUEST TASK
Spend five minutes or more every day consciously breathing through your nose and
if you can, practice nose breathing at night time and while you are sleeping.
'The nose is a silent warrior : the gatekeeper of our bodies,
pharmacist to our minds and weather vane to our emotions"

- James Nestor
·

Just like our menstrual cycle is our body's biofeedback mechanism for our body soul
wellbeing, our breathing is our link to our spiritual and spacious life. Your breath
allows your Spirit to be awake and alive within your body and the ancient science,
wisdom and mastery tools of breathwork, breathing and breath, fall into Space
Mother's spacious territory.
To reconnect you to the mastery of your body and to celebrate your body's inbuilt
centring tool you are encouraged to set an alarm clock for several times throughout
the day to remind you to consciously breathe. If you would like to deepen this
practice you are encouraged to look at the resources suggested at the end of this
module and if your health professionals, your body sovereignty and your interest
allow, practice taping your lips shut while you sleep to encourage nasal breathing.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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YOUR SOUL DESIRED VISION
Go to your freshly rejooshed sacred space and fill the room with lit candles, oils
and flowers. Turn on music that is uplifting, reverent and inspiring. Breathe in
the wonderment and let your soul expand. Now take however long you need to
feel into the following questions.
What dreams are burning and yearning inside you?
If you could be or do anything and you knew that the whole Universe would
support you and that you could not fail, what could you be doing?
Don't worry about the how instead expand to electrifying and inspiring
stratospheres of possibility. (Voices of self-criticism and doubt are simply
shadows showing you that you are on track to more love and inner power)
Dream big, luscious and limitless. Touch joy by allowing your mind to be
inspired by your soul's passionate desires
Once you have finished your inspired dreaming, write down your soul's
sacred vision for your life and this year. Write a list of things you could
change or do that could bring one of these things into action.
Now take action within the next hour.
Acknowledge this as a sacred practice of creating your our dream life,
which is your sacred soul's right to do.

SACRED RITUAL
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RITUAL NOTES
MY SOVEREIGN SOULFUL VISION OF MY AUTHENTIC LIFE

WORK & EDUCATION
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SHADOW WORK
What blocks spaciousness and limitlessness?
You are not going to like the answer.
It's apathy and cherishing your victim position.
Yeah, ouch.
Apathy, the place where you have given up on
the dreams of your soul (even if it's the dream
of having a tidy home and finding the bottom
of your mountain of washing) and victim
thinking,
where
you
invest
in
your
powerlessness rather than your divine capacity
to change your mind and attitude.
Rigidity and stuckness are two more shadows
that show up in Space Mother's Shadowlands;
they are your unwillingness to stretch, grow or
adapt to the mental and physical changes that
your limitlessness asks your fear-mind to
overcome.
The final shadows are your unwillingness to let
go and forgive, which loops us back to our
Victim thinking. Forgiveness is ultimately our

soul's gift of self-healing and freedom. When
you are finally ready to let go of the identity
within you that makes your inner victim real,
you are free to transcend the constraints and
limits that your consciousness placed on your
soul.
What is the story that makes the hurt story
within you a heroine's story of mastery?
What do you need to do, what thought or
concept do you need to change, if only for a
moment, to breathe new life and spaciousness
into how you see yourself, so you can be
limitless in your thinking?
What story do you invest in every time you
choose not to forgive another or yourself?
Spaciousness like peace is your inner Truth, but
to find both you must activate your inner faith
and your own sovereign meaning-making
spirituality and find the Love, voice, self-belief
and emotional maturity to be the strong truth
speaking woman you have been waiting for.
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SOVERIEGNTY
Your soul, the spark of breath you are, is here living right now and is made for our times.
And most of the time, most of us wait for someone else to speak our truth for us.

Space Mother is Bone Mother's twin. She holds the other end of Bone Mother's continuum.
While Bone Mother held your Belonging, Space Mother holds your soul's sovereign right to
be limitless or as Buddhism teaches, empty. Empty of projection, attachment, craving and
reactions. Empty of old stories that bind you to beliefs that inhibit and restrict your world.
In the mastery training of Space Mother, we reclaim our authentic voice. Our birthright to
speak our truth and be free. For centuries humanity and especially women have been
blocked and forbidden to speak our autonomous truth. Free speech has not been the
respected and cherished birthright of the masses. Children were raised to be seen and not
heard. Women were made voiceless and voteless for thousands of years and now, once
again, within our generation, free speech and truth-speaking is being threatened. By rooting
yourself in sovereignty and awakening your authentic spirit, you can activate the congruent
truth of your soul. You then become the Truth speak that sets not only yourself but everyone
around you free.
The other mastery tool of Space Mother is Forgiveness. To move into the radical freedom of
your authenticated soul, you must not only let go of the past, you are to become pastless.
Space Mother lets you unhook your mind from the stories that unnecessarily loop your
beliefs in a cross-stitch of outdated identities. She brings the breathing space of your
unexplored potential to allow you to be the one who no longer needs to heal. You become
woman complete in her sovereign self, creating identity. A mistress of her own universe. A
woman whose soul call echos through galaxies : I am free to be me.
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GOING DEEPER
INTO SPACE MOTHER WISDOM
Breathing is the essence of life and a largely
ignored and unappreciated self-mastery tool.
I highly recommend exploring breathing and
breathwork for your own well being as well as your
children's

Buteyko,

Holotropic

Breathwork,

Rebirthing, The Happiness Training Kriyas from the
Art of Living and Wim Hoff's Fundamental Training

“There is a presence, a silence, a stillness
which is here by itself. There is no doer of
it, no creator of this stillness. It is simply
here in you, with you. It is the fragrance of
your own self. There is nothing to do about
this, it is naturally present. This fragrance
of peace, this spaciousness, it is the
fragrance of your own being.”
- Mooji

are all accessible and fascinating breathwork
practices to explore.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

All these practices bring spaciousness and vitality
back to your body and mind. In TCM our lungs
hold our grief. Through breath we expand our
lungs and clear our sadness and with clean air, we
then make room for the heat and fire that creates
joy, but more about that next week, With love,

Rodney Smith : Stepping Out of Self-Deception
Colin Tipping : Radical Forgiveness
David Denborough : Retelling the Stories of Our Lives
Kristina Karlsson : Your Dream Life Starts Here
Marie Kondo : The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up
The Art of Living : Sudarshan Kriya : Happiness Program
Paul Nestor : Breath

Lhamo x

Wim Hoff Institute : Foundation Training
Foundation of Inner Peace : A Course in Miracles
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Space Mother Prayers
Great Spirit
Rise up from inside my heart and
Show me how to know you.
Be the passion in my dance
Be the voice in my song
Be the stretch in my body
Be the space in my stillness.
Great Spirit show me
Your vision for my
Daily practice.
Show me how
To know you best
Show me tenderly how
To become free
Through discipline to the Love
That I truly am
Amen.

Space Mother
be with me
you who are the formlessness
that embraces the world
let me merge with my wholeness
let me be the truth of me
free me from the past and
liberate me from all
perception of limitation
let me rest in the timelessness of you
And so it is so
Amen
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CHECKLIST ONE
SPACE MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Space Mother Quest and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when theyre completed.

LISTEN TO SPACE MAMA INVOCATION
READ AWAKENING WISDOM NOTES
READ AWAKENING MY LIMITLESSNESS
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; I'VE SUCCESSFULLY DECLUTTERED MY ROOM
COMPLETE 2ND QUEST ; I HAVE MY DREAM SPACE SELF CONNECTION
COMPLETE 3RD QUEST ; I'VE STARTED MY DAILY SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
COMPLETE 4TH QUEST; I HAVE SET MY ALARM TO NOSE BREATHE
I HAVE WRITTEN MY SOUL VISION FOR THIS YEAR AND BEYOND
IVE JOURNALED HOW MY APATHY IS MAKING ME FEEL STUCK
AM I REALLY SPEAKING MY TRUTH AT ALL TIMES?
IS IT TIME TO EXPLORE MORE BREATHWORK? IF SO WHICH TECHNIQUE?
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"Between stimulus and
response, there is a space.
In that space is our power
to choose our response. In
our response lies our
growth and our freedom."
VI KTOR FRANKL
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